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Mass movement features of a variety of types are widespread

throughout the North Fork Siuslaw River Drainage Basin in the Oregon

Coast Range. Hydrologic and geologic factors are demonstrably related

to the occurrence and types of mass movement.

The rhythically bedded Flournoy Formation is the basal portion

of the stratigraphic section in the study area. The unit shows a

westerly dip of 1O' and forms a series of cuesta ridges. The

Flournoy Formation is overlain by the late Eocene Yachats Basalt in

the western portion of the study area. The Yachats Basalt forms a

series of hills standing more than 300 meters higher than the ridges

of the Flournoy Formation.

Occurrence of mass movements are statistically correlated with

bedrock geology and associated topography and hydrology. Slump.-

earthf lows are common along the contact of the Yachats Basalt!

Flournoy Formation and near igneous dikes. Discontinuities in

hydraulic conducitivity at the geologic contacts and hydrothermal

alterations of the host rock may be a partial explanation for the

Correlation.
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Debris avalanches are common on the back slope of the cuesta

ridge in the Flournoy Formation where steep,soil covered slopes may

approach the angle of internal friction of the soil.

Timber harvesting activities contribute to the occurrence of

debris avalanches by factors such as loss of root strength and road

construction on marginally stable slopes. Debris torrents in the

study area were initiated by debris avalanches from the hilislope.

Soil creep and block slides appear to be common in the study area but

were not monitored or closely documented.
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Mass Movement Dynamics, Geomorpho1or and

Their Relationship to Geolor in the

North Pork Siuslaw River Drainage Basin

Oregon Coast Range

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

Mass movememts features in the central Oregon Coast Range vary

in size, type, and speed where hilislope processes interact to form

complex massmovement terrain. Largescale (larger than one

hectare), slow, deepseated processes of slump, earthilow and soil

creep may cause oversteepened slopes. These processes may result in

small, rapid and shallow debris slides and debris torrents on

hillslopes and along stream channels (Swanon and Swanston 1977).

Hydrologic and geologic factors may determine the location and

mode of slope failure (Swanston and Swanson1 1976). On the

hillslope, mass movement and loss of soil can affect timber growth

and displace roads thereby contributing sigeificant amounts of

sediment to streams, affecting water quality and aquatic habitat.

Management activities of road building and timber harvesting

may accelerate certain mass movement processes by decreasing slope

stability. Land managers can better plan timber harvesting if they

have knowledge of the dynamics and extent of mass movement in their

planning area.

The objective of this study is to map the distribution and

interpret the history of mass movements in a 106 krnportion of the



North Fork Siuslaw River drainage. Additionally, the spatial

occurrences of the mass movements was related to bedrock geology and

bydrogeology.

Previous Work

Numerous publications and unpublished documents relate mass

movement processess to bedrock geology. Varnes (1978) and Zaraba

and Mend (1969) cite concentrations o± landslides in areas of

volcaniclastic mudstone and serpentinized mafic rocks.

Swanston and Swansn (1976) related mass movements to

conditions found in the Pacific Northwest: tectonic activity, high

annual precipitation, abundant vegetation, and deeply weathered

bedrock. Dyrness (1967) found a strong correlation between masS

movements and pyroclastic bedrock in the H J Andrews Experimental

Forest. Relationships of earthilows to areas of pyroclaztics

bedrock and to occurrence of cap rock, was observed by Swanson and

James (1975) and Wilson (1970).

Several studies report the rates of earthflows in the Pacific

Northwest. These values have ranged from 10 cm/year (Swanson and

Swanston,1977) to gm/year (Harden and Janda,1978).

In the Oregon Coast Ranges many of the mass movement studies

have been restricted to inventories of debris avalanches and debris

torrents (Swanson et al, 1977; Gresswe1l et al, 1977). This study

is one of the first that examines deep-seated mass movements in the

Oregon Coast Range.
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PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

Location

The study site lies in the northwest corner of the Mapleton

Ranger District of the Siuslaw National Forest in the Oregon Coast

Ranger; 16 kin northeast of the city of Florence, Oregon (Figure 1).

Primary access is by 135 Highway 101 from the west. Secondary access

is provided by numerous Forest Service and Lane County roads which

are passable with a two wheel-drive vehicle.

Climate

The Oregon Coast Range is in close proximity to the Pacific

Ocean and has cool, wet winters and dry, warm summers. Average

annual precipitation ranges from 150 cm/year at Florence, Oregon, to

about 250 cm at Mapleton, 0regonapproximately 24 km due east of

Florence, Oregon (Schlicker; et al,1974). Precipitation is probably

greater than 250 cm/year in most of the the study area due to

orographic effects.

Vegetation

The study area is located within the Douglas-fir region, which,

as characterized by Franklin (1979), encompasses western Washington

and Oregon and. northwestern California. General features of the

region include the dominance of conifers over hardwoods, high

biomass, and productivity (Fraziirt, 1979).
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Figure 1. Location Map of the North Fork Siuslaw River Study.
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The Western Hemlock Zone (which includes most of the Oregon

Coast Range) is the most extensive zone of the Douglas-fir region.

Major tree species include the Douglas-fir (Pseudotsu menziesll),

western hemlock (Tsuga heteropbylla), and western redcedar (Thuja

plicata).

The forest in the study area appears to be homogeneous but

plant communities vary greatly in response to local condition of

temperature and moisture (Franklin, 1979). The Western

Redceda.r/Devils Club/Lady Fern community is indicative of valley

bottom and other wet sites. Red alder (Alnus rubra) is often found

as a pioneer species on disturbed sites. The identification of

plant communities indicate soil trpes and moisture conditions, such

as springs and seeps, and was an important tool for identifying mass

movement sites within the study area.

Topography

The highest area is located in the western portion of the study

area. Peaks, such as Three Buttes, Saddle Mountain, and Klickitat

Mountain, with elevations of 607, 7(X), and 703 meters above mean sea

level respectively,are found within the Yachats Basalt Formation.

In the eastern section, the Plournoy Formation (which is the

most widespread unit in the study area) forms cuesta ridges. These

distinct ridges are formed by fluvial erosion of the dip slope of

the southwesterly dipping Flournoy Formation, resulting, in NW-SE

subparallel ridges that trend along the strike o± the bedrock slope.

The cuesta ridges range from about 240 to 365 meters in elevation.
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The lowest portion of the study area (275 meters) is at the

North Fork Siuslaw River.

Soils

Most of the soils in the Coast Range are poorly developed and

shallow, and are commonly residual or cofluvial in origin. The

Siuslaw National Forest hs completed a reconnaissancelevel soils

map (Soil Resource Inventory (SRI)), based on analysis of soils,

vegetation, and geomorpholor (Badura et al, 1974).

The Alsea Area Soil Survey (Corliss, 1973), provides the best

summary of the soils in the central Coast Range. Soils derived from

the Flournoy Formation are generally of the

Slickrock/Bohannon/Preacher soils association. The series are

generally differentiated by topographic positions, depth, and

texture. These soils are typified as clayey silt, or silty clay

cohesionless, high internal friction angle (approaching 35); low

bulk density, moderate to low slope stability and landslide prone

(Corliss, 1974; Hart and Yee 1975). Schlicker's (1974) test data

on soils that originated from the Flournoy Formation (Table 1)

indicate that the soils may have a low angle of internal friction.

The differing test results indicates that the soils are anisotropie

in nature, perhaps due their morpological position on the cuesta

ridge.

Soils developed from the volcanic headlands are of the

Kilchis/flickitat/Henbre soil association. They are clayey silt,

cohesive, high internal friction, low bulk density, high shrink

swell, low slope stability, and prone to slides in cofluvial

deposits (Corliss,1973).
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Land Ownership and Use

The study is within the Mapleton Ranger District of the Siuslaw

National Forest. Private holdings are scattered throughout the

study area particularly along the valley bottoms.

The Forest Service's land. management concept is one of

"multiple use." Timber production is generally of a high priority,

but protection of water resources, fish and game, are also

important. Camping and backpacking are other recreational

activities enjoyed in this study area.

Field Methods

Most of the field work was performed during the periods of.

January 14, 1980 -to March 27, 1980, and June 15, 1980, through

September 24, 1980. Instrumentation on the Condon Creek and Wilhelm

Creek slump earth-flows was checked every month during the winters

of 1981 and 1982. Bedrock geolor and location of mass movements

were originally mapped on 1972 and 1979 aerial photographs and

transferred to a 1:24,000 base map. Dimensions of mass movements in

the field were measured with an optical rangefinder.

Instrumentation on the Wilhelm Creek and Condon Creek slump-

earthflows was installed during the winters of 1980 and 1981. Stake

arrays that bracketed discrete tension and shear zones were

installed to determine the relative rate of movement. A

longitudinal survey line was installed for mapping purposes, and to

indicate movement that may not have occurred at the microlandforuis

sites that indicate discrete failure. Five crest stage piezometers
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and one recording piezometers were installed during the winter of

1981 to monitor groundwater levels in the Condon Creek slump-

earthflow (Figure 2). The depths of the piezometers ranged from 3

to 10 m.The drilling to install the piezoineters assisted in

identifying the depth to the shear plane based on the changes of

drilling resistance as the shear plane was approached. Seismic

refraction lines on the Condon Creek Slump-earthflow also helped to

confirm the location of the shear plane.

Detailed mapping of the WiThelm arid Condon Creek slump-

earthflows was accomplished using the surveyed base line, Paulin

barometer and optical rangefinder.

An extensionmeter was emplaced during the winter of 1981 to

record exact time and rates of movement of the Condon Creek slump-

earthflow for correlation with precipitation data. The

extensiometer consists of a beaded cable wrapped over a pulley that

is, in turn, attached to a Stevens Water Level Recorder (Type F).

As movement occurred, the free end of the cable would be pulled over

the pulley and the attached recorder, thereby fixing the time and

magnitude of movements.

Because the recorder had to be reset and rewound every eight

days there were times during the 1982 water year when there was no

continous record of the rate of movement.

Laboratory Methods

A reconnaissance of the thesis area was begun in June 19),

with interpretation of aerial photos, and was followed with field

work during the summer months of that year. Black-and-white 1972
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photos (1:15,840), color 1979 photos (1:12,000), and infrared 1977

photos were used. The sequential photos were useful in bracketing

the age of a particular slide. The infrared photos were useful in

determining locations of seeps and vegetation that might indicate

hillslope instability.

Tree cores were takeri measured and dated to determine

concentric or eccentric growth during the fall of 1981.

Measurements of concentric or eccentric growth were accomplished by

viewing the cores through a 10-power viewscope mounted on a viewing

stage. These cores proved to be very useful in interpreting the

history of past hillslope instability (Appendix A).

A factor of safety analysis was performed to back-calculate an

angle of internal friction of the Condon Creek Sluinp-earthflow,

using a semigraphical method described by Rou (1957). A

sensitivity ananJ.ysis was then performed to determine the effects of

timber harvesting on the stability of the slump-earthflow (Appendix

B).

Regional Gelo@

SILETZ RIVER VOLCANICS

The Oregon Coast Range extends southwest from the Columbia

River to the aamath Mountains, and from the Wiflaxnette Valley to

the Pacific Ocean. The range predominatly consists of Cenozoic

sedimentary and volcanic rocks.

The oldest exposed rocks in the Coast Range are the Siletz

River Volcariics (Snavely and Baldwin, 1948) of early and middle

Eocene age. These volcanic rocks generally accumulated in a
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submarine depositional environment, with a few subaerial flows near

the top of the formation. The Siletz River Volcanicx have been

correlated with the Roseburg Formation (Baldwin 1974 and 1975).

IEEOURNOY FORMATION

In the central Coast Range,more than 2000 meters of turbidite

sandstone lie unconformally on the truncated surfaces of the Siletz

River volcanics. This turbidite sequence is generally called the

Tyee Formation (Snavely et al 1964, 1980; LoveU 1969).

Baldwin (1974) restricted the Tyee Formation to non-graded

deposits around Tyee Mountain. He reassigned the more widely

distributed turbidite sandstone that underlies the nongraded Tyee

Formation to the Plournoy Formation. This thesis follows Baldwin's

stratigraphic interpretations. The Plournoy Formation interfingers

northward with a hemipelagic siltstone o± the basal Yamhifl

Formation, which also overlies it.

YACHATS BASALT

In latest Eocene time, the Yachats Basalt was erupted from

several major volcanic centers in the Cape Perpetua-Heceta Head

area, and has been correlated with volcanic assemblages at Cascade

Head and along the Siletz River (Snavely and MacLeod, 1974). Almost

the entire extent of the Yachats Basalt is exposed at the earth's

surface due to erosion of all units that may have overlain the

Yachats Basalt.
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St rat igraphy

Bedrock units in the study area include 2,000+ meters of middle

Eocene Flournoy Porniation and 750 meterof the Yachats Basalt.

These rocks are mantled with landslide deposits, floodplain

alluvium, and colluvial and residual forest soils.

F101)BNOY FORMATION

General Features

The middle Eocene Flournoy Pormation consists of many hundreds

of sandstone and siltstone beds generally less than three meters

thick. These repetitious sequences are interpreted as sediments

deposited by turbidity currents (Snavley, et al, 1967).

The Plournoy Formation exhibits many structural, stratigraphic

arid lithologic features associated with turbidity deposits. These

include: rhythmic bedding, graded sandstone and siltstone units,

wide areal extent of beds, uniform compositions, poor sorting,

groove and flute casts with preferred orientations, paucity of

fossils, and slumped and convoluted bedding (Snavely; et a11 1964;

Lovell, 1969).

Baldwin (1963) suggests that there is a regional unconformity

between the Plournoy Formation and the subjacent Roseburg Formation

in the Southern Coast Range. Snavely, et al (1964), suggest that
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local unconformities exist where the Flournoy Formation turbidities

lapped onto paleotopographic highs formed by the Siletz River

Volcanics. The upper part of the Flournoy Formation is missing in

areas due to erosion. Where it is exposed, the sandstone of the

Plournoy Formation is interbedded with fossiliferous dark gray

inudatones and siltstones of latest middle Eocene age. This

transitional zone is approximately 100 meters thick and was named

the Elkton Siltstone Member of the Plournoy Formation by Baldwin

(1961). Baldwin (1974) reviewed this translational zone and gave it

formation status as the Elkton Formation.

The Plournoy Formation interfingers with siltstones of the

Yamhill Formation to the north, which also overlies it. The

Plournoy probably grades laterally to finer clastics in the east and

west, but this ±'acies transition is hidden by the alluvium of the

Willamette Valley, and volcanic rocks of the Cascade Range to the

east, and the Pacific Ocean on the western margin.

Fossils are rare and are found exclusively in the

stratigraphically higher beds in the Flournoy Formation (Snavely et

al, 1964). Despite its thickness; the Flournoy Formation represents

a short time of accumulation (a few million years or less) because

it is enveloped by middle Eocene strata.

The beds o± the Plournoy tend to thin toward the north and

contain more silt and clay, (Snavely; et al, 1967). The graded

units consist of sandstones in the lower part arid grade upward into

siltatone and mudstones. The sandstone is generally green-gray in

color, and the siltstone is gray. The silty part of the unit is

sometimes missing due to erosion by subsequent turbidity currents,
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or subsequent deposition of the next turbidity current before

deposition of the siltstone bed. The siltstone bed is usually less

than one-quarter of the thickness of the entire unit. The sandstone

stands out in relief in most exposures because it is more resistant

than the predominantly silty upper part (figure 3). The units

persist along strike with no apparent thinning in outcrops.

Mineralogy

The sandstone is mainly of arkosic, lithic or ±'eldspathic

composition. Clastic material varies fran 60 to 9C with an

argillaceous matrix that ranges from 10 to 40% by volume. The high

percentage of matrix results in a low porosisty (average of 14%) and

permeability (2.7 miflidarcies) (Snavely et al; 1964).

Most of the grains are subangular, or subround with an average

size of 0.2 mm. Particles coarser than 2mm are uncommon, but do

occur in the southern part of the Plournoy Formation. They are

generally andesitic.

The most noticeable feature of the Plournoy Formation is the

abundance of muscovite and biotite. This can be seen in both hand

samples and thin sections. The micaa are as coarse as 2 mm in size,

and make up approximately 5% of the Plournoy Formation by point

count. Volcanic lithics frequently compose about 10% of the elastic

material. Opaque menerals are generally less than 2% and consist

mostly of hornblende.

The matrix fraction increases towards the northern part of the

formation (Snavely et al, 1967). An X-ray diffraction study

(Snavely, et al , 1967) indicates that montmorillonite clays

predominate with lesser amounts of illite and kaolinite.
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Figure 3. Turbidite Sandstones and Siltstones from the Flournoy

Formation.
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Engineering Geoloi

The Flournoy Formation typically consists of alternating beds

of sandstones and sfltstones. The sandstone beds are much better

for quarrying or construction. The siltstone beds are commonly the

failure plane of planar types of mass movement.

The hilislopes of the Flournoy Formation vary si@ilficantly

from one side of a ridge to the other. The slope gradient on the

dip slope is generally less than
350

and has moderately deep soils

(1 to 2 meters). The slope gradient on the backsiope commonly

exceeds
350,

and soils are generally less than 1 meter deep.

Hillslopes on the backslope of the cuesta ridges in the

Flournoy Formation fall into the "Type 1" stability problems as

characterized by Burroughs, et al (1976). The Type I sites have a

steep, commonly uniform gradient from ridgetop to valley bottom.

The landscape is d ssected by numerous, coalescing, stream channels

and drainage depressions or "hollows" (Dietrich and Dunne, 1978).

Soils on the backalopes are generally coarse and located on

steep slopes, so transmisivity and delivery of water to stream

channels is rapid and the entire soil mantle in the soil hollows

may become saturated. High groundwater conditions are particularly

prevalent at the intersection of two or more drainage hoflows during

storm periods (Pierson, 1979). These depressions are often the loci

for shallow mass movements, such as debris avalanches (Burroughs, et

al, 1976).

The dip slope of the Flournoy Formation has Type II stability

problems (Burroughs, et al, 1976), characterized by lower gradient

and deeper soils than the Type I sites. Soils may have a high clay
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content due to weathering arid elluviation. Hhllslope topography may

consist of concave and/or convex slopes and structural benches with

super-imposed drainages.

Slope stability problems are generally caused by slumps within

the soil mantle, or blockslides along the sandstone/siltstone

interface.

Soils samples o± the Plournoy Formation have a low angle of

internal friction, are nearly cohesioless, and of low plasticity

(Table 1). Mass movement types and occurrences are determined by

the land form type (dip slope or backslope) and groundwater

conditions.

YACHATS BASALT

General Features

The upper Eocene Yachats Basalt was the name proposed by

Snavely and MacLeod (1974) for the sequence of largely subaerial

basalt flows, breccias, and assoicated dikes found between Waldport

and Florence, Oregon. This formation was referred to as "volcanic

rockst' by Baldwin (1956) and "Tenmile Basalt" by Vokes, et al

(1949).

The Yachats Basalt forms a lenticular pile of subaerial flows

and flow breccias, and lesser amounts of submarine piflow basalts,

breccias, tuffs and localized conglomerate and sandstone. It lies

unconforrmally on the Plournoy Formation, and is stratigraphically

equivalent to the upper part of the upper Eocene Nestacca Poramtion

that overlies and underlies it at some localities (Vokes, 1974). It

is correlated with other upper Eocene volcanic areas along the lower

Siletz River and at Cascade Head (Snavely and VoIces, 1949).
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Table 1 Laboratory Test Data and Performance of Soils of the Flournoy Fm.
(From Schlicker, et al, 1974).

Soil AASHO A-6, A-7
:'ss;Fi- UniFied ML - CL
:atiOn Textural Clayey i1t and

silty clay

Screen Percent passing 4 91-100
nolysis 10 90-100

40 86-99
200 53-91

ydrometer Percent sand 7-55
5ncJysis silt 31-51

cloy 18-50
hear Internal Friction 618
trength Cohesion p.s.. 4-23
tterberg Lipuid limit

Limits PIcsicty Index 5-27
Proctor Optimum moisture 7. 16-25
Density
(harvard Dry density P.P. f. 97-109
Iniofure

Modified Foundation rating Moderate
Frcm Shrink and swell Low.-moderote
Casagrande Internal drainage Poor
Soil Dry strength Mocerote
Charts Slope stobiflty Moderate

Permeability rn/hr. Low

Uses for Septic tank droinfield Poor
Embankment mOterial Fair

Steep slopes
t.andslde
Poor ground

water
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The Yachats Basalt is estimated to be 750 m thick (Snavely, et

al, 1974). The basalt flows were erupted on an Irregular land

surface, and are poorly exposed, so the thickness of the formation

is variable and only approximately established.

Offshore magnetic anaomolies indicate that the Yachats Basalt

extend westward at least 5 kin into the Pacific Ocean (Snavely and

MacLeod 1974). The formation is widest in the vicinity 0±

0ickitat Mountain; approximately 24 km east of the coast. Numerous

dikes that may be feeder dikes for the Yachats Basalt are found

further to the east. The Yachats Basalt thins towards the north and

south. Lack of dikes indicates tht this unit may not have extended

much further in these directions than the present outcrop.

The Yachats Basalt dominantly consists of basalt flows which

are generally from 3 to 8 meters in thickness, but some are eater

than 20 meters think. Jointing produces rectangular shaped blocks

and locally columnar jointing. The upper half of a pical flow is

highly brecciated (Figure 4). many o± the flows are thought to have

originate from local vents and fissures (Snavely, et al; 1974). The

lower part of the Yachats Basalt contains sequences of pillow

basalt, submarine breccias, and basaltic sediments.

The litholor and stratigraphic relationships of the Yachats

Basalt makes paleogeographic interpretations difficult. The

subjacent Nestucca Formation contains foramineferal assemblages that

indicate a moderately deep water depositional enviroment (Snavely,

et al, 1974). Basaltic conglomerates with clasts that range up to

two meters in diameter suggest channel deposits or a sea cliff

depositional enviroment.
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Figure L Volcanic Breccia From the Yachats Basalt Fm.

Tree roots are approximately 1 cm in diameter for scale.
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Above the submarine flows and breccias are subaerial flows and

breccias, overlain by marine siltstone of Alsea and the Nestucca

Formation. There is no exposure of the Alsea and the Nestucca

Formation in the study area.

Minero1or

The basaltic subaerial flows which dominate the Yachats Basalt

are generally red-brown in color. Tabular plagioclase phenocrysts

make up 10 to 15 per cent of these basalts. Many of the blocks in

the breccias are pahoehoe arid less commonly; Aa. They have abundant

vescicles and am.ygdules. Volcanic bombs are found in some of the

tufTs and breccias.

The Yachats Basalt varies widely in composition. Most of the

flows are basaltic, but others grade to andesitic or rhyodacitic.

Most rocks are porphyritic. Labadorite and less commonly augite

or olivine, form the phenocrysts which range to five mm in size.

The ground mass is composed of plagioclase, augite opaque minerals,

glass, and clays. Calcite and quartz are found in ainygdules. Si02

content of the volcanic rocks varies from 46.7 to 56.6 per cent

(Snavely 1974). The flows and feeder dikes are characterized by

high alumina, alkali, titania, and phosphate content.

Engineering G-eolor

Engineering characteristics of the Yachats Basalt vary

significantly depending on types of materials. Dense, well

indurated basalt forms steep sea cliffs in areas such as Haceta

Head immediately west of the study area (Figure 1). However,

deeply weathered and poorly indurated breccia form highly unstable

hilislopes and road cuts.
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The contact of the Yachats Basalt and Flournoy Formation is

considered to be a Type IV stability problem, where an igneous rock

is in contact with sedimentary rock (Burroughs et al, 1976). Type

IV slope stability problems are caused by the weakening of the

sedimentary rock structure by fracturing and hydrothermal

alterations from the emplacement of the igneous rock. In addition,

groundwater may be abundant at the contact, due to a discontinuity

of permeability near the contact zone or underlying unit. The

sedimentary rock may have a greater permeability if it is weathered

and fractured, or the igneous rock may have a greater permeability

if it is highly jointed.

Table 2 illustrates laboratory findings of soils sampled from

the Yachats Basalt. The Yachats Basalt, in comparison with results

of soils derived from the Flournoy Formation (Table 1) has a

slightly finer texture,higher liquid limit, lower bulk density, and

a lower slope stability rating.

The Yachats Basalt is well-suited for road surfacing material,

rip-rap and quarry stones. Excavation in the Yachats Basalt may

require drilling and blasting (Schlicker et al, 1974). Clayey

soils weathered from the Yachats Basalt require special atention

during road construction particularly in areas of deep colluviuzn.
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TABLE 2. Laboratory Test Data and Performane of Soils of the Yachats Basalt
(from Schlicker, et al, 1974)

Soil AASHO A-5, A-7-6
Classifi- Unified ML - MM
cation Textural Clayey silt

Screen Percent passing 4 96 - 100
Analysis 10 92 - 100

40 85- 98
200 68- 92

Hyrdometer Percent sand 21 - 41

Analysis silt 32 - 43

clay 23 - 35

Shear Internal Friction 0 9 - 13

Strength Cohesion p.s.i. 11 - 14

Atterberg Liquid limit 49 - 76

Limits Plasticity Index 4 - 21

Proctor Optimum moisture 7 44 45

Density
(Harvard Dry Density p.p.f. 74 - 76

Miniature)

Modified Foundation Rating Low

from Shrink and swell High

Casagrande Internal drainage Poor

Soil Dry Strength Moderate

Charts Sioce stability Low-moderate

Permeability rn/hr.

Uses for Septic tank drainfield Poor

Embankment material Fair-good

Hazard Steep slopes
Slides in soils

and colluvium
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Structural Geology

BEDDING MID FOLDS

The study area lies on the western flank of a north-trending

geanticline developed in the Plournoy Formation. The formation dips

at 100± 5°to the southwest, except in the northwest portion of the

study area there complex strikes and dips suggest development of an

anticline arid syncline superimposed on the geanticline.

Structural relationships of the Yachats Basalt are unclear in

the study area, perhaps due to the limited extent of the formation

within the thesis area. Attitudes of the beds within the Yachats

Basalt suggest a northwesterly trending strike and southwesterly

trending dip ranging from 10° to
20D This suggests that the

Yachats Basalt was emplaced prior to the development of the

genticline.

PALTJTS

Faults in the study area were difficult to determine because of

limited exposure 0±' the bedrock and dense vegetation. Radar iinaery

(MacLeod and Snavely, 1968) and structural interpretations reveal

only one major fault (ie, Perkins Creek Fault) in the study area

(Figure 5). This northwest trending fault extends through most of

the entire study area (Map 1).

Perkins Creek flows along the strike of this fault for several

kilometers, perhaps due to preferential erosion o± rocks fractured

by faulting.
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JOINTS

The northwest-trending series of dikes in the Plournoy

Formation suggest emplacement along weakened fault zones, because

several of the dikes parallel the trends o± the faults. Dikes could

have also been emplaced along the trends of the joints in the

Plournoy Formation within the thesis area. Jointing information

(Figure 6) must be viewed with some skepticism, because most

measurements of jointing attitudes are from road cuts (that may have

been affected by controlled blasting or bulldozing), or in landslide

areas. Still, the predominance of northwest trending joints (Figure

6) follows the basic patterns of northwest lineations within the

study area.
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Figure 6. Rose Diagram of Trends of Tectonic Joints in

Eocene Flournoy Formation.
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MASS MOVMEtT

Classification

INTRODUCTION

Mass movements are a major source of erosion and sediment yield

to streams in the youthftl, tectonicaUy active mountains in the

Pacific Northwest (Dietrich and Dunne, 1978). Because mass movements

may vary or grade from area to area, or within areas, one

classification does not fully describe all of the types of mass

movements found in the study area. The system of Varnes (1978),

with modifications that apply to local conditions of the Pacific

Northwest were used in this study.

The basis of Varnes classification system is a grouping of mass

movement by material type (rock or soil), rate of movement, and

morphology. Mass movements in the Oregon Coast Range generally fall

into the catergories of creep and slides (Figure 7).

CREEP

Creep (Figure7A) is defined as deformation that continues under

a constant stress (Varnes, 1978). Movement is by a quasi-viscous

flow cauaed by deformation of the clay-mineral fraction and by

intergranular rotational and translational movements. Interstitial

and absorbed water appear to contribute to creep movement by

creating positive pore pressure and by reducing electro-chemical

bonds in the clay particles. Creep rate appears to diminish with

depth and approaches zero at the soil/bedrock interface (Kirkby,

1967). The lack of a discrete failure plane distinguishes creep

from other mass movement processes. However, there is a continuous
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Figure 7. Types of mass movements identified in thesis area and discussed in
thesis (from Schlicker,et al, 1974).
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grading from creep to earthilow activity, arid in practice

it is sometimes impossible to distinguish between the two (Varnes,

1976).

Creep has been described as the most widespread type of mass

movement in the western Cascades (Swanson and. Sswanstcn 1977).

Swanston and Swanson (1976) indicate tht creep may be operating in

over 9C of the landscace in the mountain regions of the Pacific

Northwest. The rate and, aerial extent of creep is less well Icwn

in the Oregon Coast Range. Swanston (1981) reported an average

creep rate of 3.0 /year, with a standard error of 0.5 /yearj

form different geologic terranes in the northst, including the

Oregon Coast Range.

Even though the rate of' creep is extremely slow; it is

inportant as a sediment source because of the large aereal extent of

the process. Swanston and Swanson (1976) calculated sediment yield

from soil creep as high as 64 metric tons/lineal kilometer/year to

the channel.

SLIDES

In true slides; movement consists o± shear and displacement

along discrete surfaces that are visible, or may be reasonably

inferred (Varnes, 1976). Slides are subdivided into failures that

show movement along a rotational (Pigure 7C) or a planar shear

surface (Pigiire 7D). This subdivision is useful in anal is of

hiilslope stability arid engineering control methods. Another

subdivision that is coon in the ?acL2i Northwest divides slides

into small, shallow; and rapid failures (debris slides or avalanche)
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and large, deep-.-seted, and slow mass movements (slump, earthflow,

and block slide). The depth of the failure plane thatmay delineate

a small from a large slide is subjective. Swanston and Swanson

(1976) indicate that five meters may be an appropriate delineator.

Vegetation may stabalize hilislopes at soil depths greater than one

meter in the study area. Two meters is herein used to separate

shallow from deep slides.

Slump and Earth±'low

The processes of slump and earthfiow are conon on the steep

hillslopes and clayey soils in the northwest. These types o± deep-

seated mass movements often merge and blend. Coonly, a rotational

failure (slump) breaks up near the toe of the failure, and continues

to flow dowaslope in a translational manner (earthflow). This

complex mass-movement was termed "sluinp-earthflow" by Swanston and

Swanson (1976) and Varnes (1978).

In the Pacific Northwest, slump-earthflows may range up to

several square kilometers in size (Swanston and Swansori 1976). The

depth of failure may range from a few meters to several tens of

meters. Some of the slump-earthilows in the northwest appear to be

inactive at present (Swanson and James, 1970; Hicks, 198a).

Movement rates of active slump-earthflowa vary from undetectable, to

more than 15 rn/yr in some extreme cases (Hicks; 1982; Keefer,et

al,1983). The presence of included wood and volcanic ash units

suggest tha tsome eartb±'lows may be thousands of years old (Swanson

and James, 1975). Slumos and earthf lows can be recognized by shear

and tension cracks, sag ponds, headwall scarps, and disrupted forest

vegetation.
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Block, or translationa1 slides

In a translational slide the slide mass progresses downslope

along a more or less planar surface, with little or no rotational

movement (Varnes, 1978). This failuremay be along the soil/rock

interface, zones within colluvium, or along joints faults, or

bedding surfaces. Structurally controlled translational movement is

herein called "blockslide",from Varness (1978).

The discussion of blockalides does not coonly appear in the

mass movent literature of the Pacific Northwest. However,

blockslides are common in the central Oregon Coast Range because

mudatone inter'oeds in the Flournoy Formation form failure planes and

beds commonly dip at 5I 5 which are apropriate gradients for

development of' blcckslides. This may be a partial explantion fOr

the origin of the "benches" that appear in literature on the geolor

of the Oregon Coast Range (Baldwin, 1964; Ketcheson 1977).

Blockalides can be identified on the dip slope of the Plournoy

Formation by abrupt flattening of the hiU profile in the midalope

area. Their movement may progress indefinitely as long as the

shear forces are greater than resisting forces. Unlike slunips

blockslides do not necessarily disrupt the overlying vegetative

cover; it is; therefore, very difficult to determine if the mapped

blockalides failures are currently or recently active.

Debris Avalanches

Debris avalanches are rapid, shallow, soil mass movements that

originate on hillslo;es. The term debris avalanche is here used to

describe the sequence of debris slides, avalanches, and flows,based

on water content that was delineated in Varnes (1 978). The failure
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surface may be at soil bedrock inter±'ace or along a

permeable/lesser permeable discontinuity within the soil mantle.

Depth o±' failure is comionly less than two meters in the Oregon

Coast Range. Debris avalanches leave a spoon-shaped scar at their

orgin, and may entrain iO1OM'm of soil and organic debris (Swanston

and Swanson, 1976). Movement rates o± debris avalanches have seldom

been measured; however, based on eyewitness accounts, they may

exceed several meters per second (Costa and Baker, 1981). Debris

avalanches are initiated on concave portions of the hiUslope there

subsurface drainage is concentrated and saturated soils may occur

(Dietrich and Dunne 1978).

Debris avalanches are often triered by intense precipitation

events. For examle, Swenston (1969) correlated debris avalanches

to storm events that exceeded a five year return interval in

southeast Alaska.

Debris Torrents

A debris torrent can be classified as the rapid (often tens of

meters per second) transfer of water; entrained soil organic

material and rock, down a steep stream channel reach (Swanston and

Swanson, 1976). As the torrent mass moves downstream; it entrains

loose material in the channel and may scour hundreds of meters of

the channel to bedrock.

Debris torrents may occur infrequently on a particular channel

reach, or at more frequent intervals depending on the mechanisms o±

the initiation. The impact to the stream ecosystem is siiificant

and may take many decades for the stream to return to pre-debris

torrent condition.
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Debris torrents typically originate in steep first or second

order channels. Debris avalanches have been found to have played a

dominant role in triggering debris torrents ($wanson,et al 1981).

MASS MOVE TS IN TEE STUDY AREP

Slump-earthflows and Blockslides

Slump-earthflows and blockslides comprise the slow, large

scale mass movemnts in the study area. Their occurrence is related

to underlying geology. They become significant in the forested

environment as a source of sediment to streams; and as geomorphic

features that must be contended with in the emplacement of logging

roads. This section documents the spatial occurrence and physical

features of large-scale mass movements in the study area.

The location of the large-scale mass movements are shown on Map

1. The active mass movements are distinguished from dormant mass

movements by presence of tipped tress, tension and shear cracks.

Since blockslides may not disrupt vegetation it was difficult to

determine if blockslides within the study area are currently active.

SLDNP-EARTKFIOWS

A total of 29 slump-earthflows were identified in the study

area; of which 21 were determined to have been recently active. The

size of the active slump-earthflows range from 0.30 to 10.5

hectares. The averge size is 2.87 hectares, with a standard

deviation of 2.83 hectares. They comprise a total of 60.3 hectares
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(approimately 0.5) of the study area. Nineteen of the 21 active

slump-earthflows are located in the bounds of the Flournoy Formation

and all 19 of the slunip-earthilows are found. on the dip slope of the

formation.

Although most of the slump-earthf lows have failed at, or near,

the regolith/bedrock interface, several of the larger slump-

earthflows, such as the Condon Creek slump-earthflow, have bedrock

failure planes. Based on intensive study of the Condon Creek slump-

earthflow, if is reasonable -to assume that the failure plane is

within a siltstone or mudstone bed of the Flournoy Formation.

The earthflow portion of the slump-earthflows complex is small

compared to similar features in the Cascade Range. The Coridon Creek

slump-earth±'low, which has a slump block approximately 150 meters in

length has an earthilow that is less than 50 m in length. Thirteen

of the 21 active slump-earths have earthflow units that do not

extend to the stream.

The oversteepened slope in the vicinity of the earthflow acts

as a loci for debris avalanches. Three debris avalanches originiated

on the ear'th±'low portion of the Condon Creek sluanp-earthflow, and

six originated on the earthflow portion of the Wilhelm Creek slump-

earthflow. The phenomena o± the earthflow acting as a loci for

debris avalanches may have a siificant role in the sediment

production o± the thesis area.

Only two active sluxnp-earth±'lows ( including the Wilhelm Creek

slump-earthilow) were found within the Yachats Basalt formation.

However, two active iump--earthf lows are located downalope within

250 m of the corrtact of the Yachats Basalt, and the underlying
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Flournoy Formation. In addition, four active slump-earthflows had

igneous dikes that biscected them and four others were within 100

meters of an igeous dike. One active slump-earthflow was biscected

by the Porter Creek fault; the only fault detected in the thesis

area.

Several massive dormant slump-earthflows found in the study

area. It may be reasonable to suggest that these massive, dormant

slump-earthflows were active during the glacial periods of the

Pleistocene. Although the study area was never glaciated, the higher

precipitation associated with the glacial periods and the rapid

downcutting by streams (associated with a lowering of the baleve1

of the Pacific Ocean during glacial periods) may be an explanation

for the occurrence of the massive dormant slump-earthflows found

within the study area.

BDOCKSIJID

There are 35 blockalides found in the study area. They range in

size from 0.3 to 16.0 hectares and constitute 3% of the thesis area.

The block slides are found exclusively on the dip slope of the

Flournoy Formation.

The blockalides are bedrock mass movements. The shear plane is

most likely along a siltstone or mudstone bed of the Plournoy

Formation, They are easily detected on aerial photos and ground

obsevations as a midsiope bench that parallels the ridgeline.

An account of a blockslide failure in the Flournoy Formation by

Jack, et al (1979) provides an explanation of the failure mechanisms

of this type of mass movements. They found, through an intensive
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study o± the Drift Creek Landslide (a blockalide, from Varnes

(1978)) that: 1) The failure occurred at the site of an old

landslide which failed at least 130 years perviously; 2) The slide

occurred immediately after a period of heavy rainfall; 3) The slide

moved suddenly and for a long distance; and, 4) That the landslide

failed along a bedding plane dipping at 12°.

Debris Avalanches

Debris avalanches are the most common mode of mass movement

observed in the study area. A total of 92 debris avalanches have

been observed by direct siting or on aerial photos. They are found

on both formations in the study area, generally on steep hillslopes.

Statistical treatment of the occurrence of debris avalanches and

their relationship to timber harvesting activities is summarized in

Appendix B. A statistical relationship of the frequency of debris

avalanches in the study area and comparisons to other areas can be

found on Table 7

This section will only contain discussion of 13 debris

avalanches that have originated areas in natural forested areas.

All of these undisturbed debris avalanches orginated on slopes that

exceeded 35 Nine of the debris avalanches orginated at the toe of

a slump-earthflow complex. It is at this location that the

hilislope becomes oversteepened with unstable earthflow cofluviuni.

Vegetation cannont play a stabilize role at these sites because the

roots are constantly being disrupted by earthflow movement.

Of the four remaining debris avalanches that were inventoried

in the forested enviorement, the collection of ground water at seeps



and springs appears to be the causal mechanism for the inititation

of the debris avalanches.

Debris Torrents

Several debris torrents were found in the study area. Due to

the limited numbers of inventoried debris torrents it was not

possible to relate their occurrence to bedrock geo1o. However, the

seven de'oris torrents that were initiated in the forested

enviorement were initiated from debris avalanches that were,in turn,

initiated from slump-earthflows.

A statistical treatment of debris torrent occurrence and timber

harvesting activities is included in Appendix B.

MAZS MOV' MONITORING

The Condon Creak slump-earthflow arid the Wilhelm Creak slump-

earthflow were monitored to determine rates and timing of movement.

A factor-of-safety analysis was complete on the Condon Creek slump-

earthflow to determine the effects of timber harvesting activities

and is included in Appendix B.

The Condon Creek slump-earthflow is located within the Plournoy

Formation and the Wilhelm Creek slump-earth±low is located in the

Yachats Basalt formation. By monitoring slump-earthflows in the two

dominant formations in the study area,it is possible to compare and

contrast geomorphic features and mass movement dynamics.
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The Condon Creek slurnp-earthflow is located at NE 1/k, Sect 10,

T 17S, Ru W, Willamette Base Meridian, along the dip slope in the

Flournoy Formation. The slump-earthflow is situated at a niidslope

position within a large structural bench,of probable blocksilde

orgin, which extends laterally at least 100 meters beyond the limits

of the active slunip-earthflow. The Condon Creek slump-earthflow is

approximatly 5.1 hectures in area. Soils within the slide are

shallow (less than 2 meters), indicating that the Condon Creek

slump-earthf low is a bedrock failure; but the rock in the slide area

is deeply weathered. Exposed areas of the shear plane shows little

competence, perhaps as a result of weathering and low residual

strength (Figure 8).

The headwall scarp of the Condon Creek slump-earthf low (Map 2)

consists of two distinct semicircular headwall scarps separated by a

region that appears to be presently inactive. The headwall scarps

are concave downslope. Vertical displacement along the scarp varies

from imperceptible at the distal ends to more than 9 meters in the

center portion of the southwestern headwall scarp. The southeastern

headwall has several distinct major scarps and grabens below the

main scarp, and the northwestern scarp has several concentric crown

cracks above the headwall (Map 2).

The main bodies of the two slump-.earthflows merge along their

common boundary, but each contains distinct morphological features.

The northwestern slump-earthf low shows few signs of internal

distortion. Trees within the main body show little sign of
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Figure 8. Shear Surface at the Headwall Location of the Condon

Creek Slump-earthflow. Tree root in lower left corner is

approximately 10 cm in diameter for scale.
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disturbance and the slump-earthf low mass is sharply divided from

surrounding stable grounds by a distinct shear crack. The

southeastern slump-earthf low contains several clearly defined,

linear depressions and the trees within the main body are bowed.

The toes of the two slump-.earthflows are also distinctly

different. The toe of the northwestern slide is highly disturbed by

transverse cracks. The southeastern slide has few transverse cracks

and the trees are tipped (Figure 9),but are not disturbed to the

extent of those in the northwestern slide mass. Both toe areas have

debris avalanches as a result of oversteepening of the toe slope and

ground water that emerges as springs along the headwall of the

debris avalanches (Figure 10).

SIESMOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS

To gather subsurface information on material properties and

geometry of the slump-earthflow, seismic refraction lines were run

along contours perpendicular to the direction of the dip slope (Map

2). Figure 11 graphically shows the results of seismic velocities

from the seismic lines.

The investigation revealed a soil, intermediate and basal

seismological units (Table 3.) Seismic velocities were based on the

return of the direct and refracted wave and distance of the geophone

from the striking plate. Depths of the units were calculated from

the following formula:

(vi_i

Xc V2

2 (V1-i-1

V2
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Figure 9. Toe Area of the Condon Creek Slump-earthflow Showing

Tipped Trees.
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Figure 10. Scar of debris Avalanche Initiated at the toe of the

Condon Creek Slump-earthflow.
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Table 3. Results of Seismic Investigation

of the

Condon Creek Slump-earthflow

(Seismic Velocity in Meters/Second)

Seismic Line Soil Unit Intermediate Basal

Al 170 1l5 2138

A2 232 572 2!70

El 127 365 2300

(Depth of Base of Unit Below Ground Surface in Meters)

Al 2.0 1.7 NA

A2 2.0 6.7 NA

Bi 1.5 5.2 NA

NA Not Available
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Where:

Xcdepth to base of unit

Vl,V2=seimic velocity of overlying and

base unit.

The soil unit had a very low seismic velocity (between 127 and

232 meters/second). The soil was between 1.5 and 2 meters in

thickness along the seismic lines. The base of the intermediate

unit was L7 meters below the ground surface along line Al, and 6.7

meters along line A2. The difference in depths below the ground

surface corresponds to the dip slope of the Flournoy Formation. The

failure plane of the Condon Creek slunip-earthflow appears to be

located between the intermediate and basal units. Results of the

seismic investigation were used to determine the sub-surface

geometry in a factor of safety analysis (Appendix B) of the Condon

Creek slump-earthflow.

P IEZOMETERS

Five piezometers (Map 2) were installed during December 1980,

using an Acker rock drill. The holes ranged from 3.5 meters (PZ997)

to 12 meters (PZ898) in depth. After emplacement of the piezometers

approximately 1 meter of each hole was backfilled with poorly graded

sands, sealed with bentonite clay, and the uppermost portions of the

holes was backfilled with nearby soil. Of the five piezometers,

three (PZ997, 899 and 898) have shown responses to changes in

groundwater levels (Table k.) Piezometers 998 and 900 have never

shown a flucuation in groundwater levels, possibly due to improper

installation.
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TABLE . Obseved Groundwater Levels -

Condon Creek Slump-earthflow

22 December 1980 to 10 April 1982.

Maximum Level of Groundwater

In Meters Below Ground Surface

Date PZ997 pZ899 PZ898

12/22/80 0.6 1.0 0.6

01/06/81 -0.3 5.2

02/21/81 0.0 '4.6 -0.6

03/25/81 0.0 14.6 8.2

12/18/81 -1.2 14.6 0.6

014/10/82 -1.5 3.8 *

* Missing Data

NOTE:Negative numbers indicate groundwater levels above ground

surface.



Apparently maximum groundwater levels may locally saturate

portions of the Condon Creek slump-earthflow. Continuous recording

of groundwater levels at PZ898 indicates that groundwater levels

fluctuate considerably and rapidly . The piezometer trace showed a

5.5 meters rise in groundwater level within two days after

emplacement, followed by a gradual decline, until 20 February 198L.

At this time, a 3 meters rise in groundwater level occurred within a

period of one day. Groundwater levels appear to lag several days

behind precipitation (Figure 12.)

DENDROCFIRONOLOGIC RECORD OF MOVEMENT

Most trees that were cored and measured for eccentric growth

indicated tree growth from 1950 until 1980. Generally,tree cores

showed few signs of disturbance until 1957-1958 (Appendix A)when the

first episode of eccentric growth appeared. Following that time is a

gradual tapering off of eccentric growth unitl 19611965, when many

tree cores again showed a sharp increase of eccentric growth. This

cycle of abrupt initiation of eccentric growth followed by a gradual

recovery to concentric growth was repeated in 1970-1973, when many

trees showed an abrupt increase of eccentric growth (Appendix A).

According to Agard (1979), periods of accelerated eccentric

growth probably reflect intervals of mass movements in response to

precipitation (Figure 13).
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A more sensitive hydrologic indicator of movement history may

be precipitation during shorter time increments than annual

precipitation. The correlation between accelerated mass movements

and storm related precipitation has been reported in the literature

(Varnes, 1978).

The overstory canopy of 100-year Douglas firs, western hemlock

and western redcedar provided a long-term record of movement of the

Condon Creek slump-earthflow, as well as other landslides in the

study area. Dendrochronology, as described by Agard (1979), is an

important tool in the understanding of landslide dynamics,

particularly in correlating episodes of movement with precipitation

records.

MOVEMENT HISTORY

Movement of the Condon Creek slump-earthflow was periodically

monitored between 1k January 1980 and 10 April 1982. Movement was

detected through repeated measurements of stake arrays (Map 2).

The period of slump-earthflow monitoring encompassed two below-

average and two above-average periods of seasonal precipication.

Water years 1980 and 1981 had below average rainfall (ranked 18th

and 20th) during the October-March period, and water years 1982 and

1983 had well above-average rainfall (ranked 2nd and kth) from a 22

year period of record (Table 5 and Appendix C.)
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Table 5. Movement of' the Condon Creek Slurnp-earthf low

As Compared to

Precipitation Intensities and Recurrence Interval

Decernber-Febuary,Water Years 1980-1983

Water Year TR Month Precip.(Month1y/hig Movement (cm)

daily/days > 2.514 cm.)

1980 1.3 Dec 50.3 /5.6/ 5 0.0

Jan 35.7 /14.8/ 7 0.0

Feb 22.6 /5.3/ 3 0.0

1981 1.8 Dec 511.3 /10.7/ 7 1.14

Jan 12.2 /2.14/ 0 'L8

Feb 21.8 /3.6/ 2 0.5

1982 11.5 Dec 62.3 /714/ 5 7.6

Jan 147.8 /7.14/ 9 12.9

Feb 142.1 /8.3/ 7 0.0

1983 5.8 Dec 57.9 /7.1/ 14 -

Jan 143.8 /9.14/ 7 114.3&

Feb 14)45 /5.6/ 6 -

1 = For entire water year,only measurement made.

TR = Return Interval
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Movement was intermittent on the Condon Creek slump-earthflow

during the monitoring period (Table 5.) There may be no movement

during water years that are commonly exceeded (Water years

1980,1981), but considerable movement during low exceedence water

years (Water years 1982,1983)(Table 5.,) This correlation between

movement and precipitation is further support for the

dendrochronological analysis found in Appendix A.

To determine if the Condon Creek alump-earthflow movement is

sensitive to shorter duration rainfall, monthly and daily

precipitation data was collected for the period of

monitoring from records of the National Weather Service for the

Mapletori and Tidewater precipitation gages. The maximum daily

precipitation and the numbers of days during the month are a good

indicator of storm events that occured during that month.

Monthly rainfall totals and frequencies for December, January

and February were determined and can be found in Appendix C.

Although precipitation was the greatest in December, maximum

movement each year takes place in January (Table 5.) In addition,

it would appear that very little movement occurs during

February,although precipitation may remained high (Febuary 1982 and

1983.)

In general,niovement of the Condon Creek slutnp-earthflow appears

to correspond to monthly or a shorter duration of rainfall. The

effects of antecedent rainfall does appear to be significant (i.e.

more movement but less rainfall in January than December.) This may

be because it takes less water to sustain movement than to initiate

it. Antacedent moisture does not appear to be as important after the
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slump-earthflow has shown appreciable failure as indicated by the

lack of movement during the month of Febuary.

Movement is not entirely correlated to monthly rainfall. There

was no movement in 1980, even though there was more precipitation

than in 1981. There was more movement, but less rainfall, in

January of 1982, than December of 1982. In addition there is not a

good statistical correlation between movement and highest daily

rainfall during the month or number of days with precipitation

exceeding 2.514 cm. Evidently, movement of the Condon Creek slump-

earthflow is more complex than any of the above factors alone.

EXTENSIOMETER RECORD OF MOVEMENT

Periodic measurements of stake arrays indicate only the amount

of that movement between the repeated measurements, but not exactly

when the movement took place or at what rate. An extensiometer was

emplaced during December 1981 to provide a continous record of the

Condon Creek slump-earthflow. The extensiometer,however,was not

functioning during the time of movement during December,1981.

Figure 114 shows the only recorded incidence of movement of the

Condon Creek slump-.earthflow. The recorder was reset on 20 January

1982 at 12:00 PM. Approximately 11 cm of movement occurred between

9:00 and 11:30 AM on January 25 1982. This roughly equals all of

the movement that occurred between the repeated stake array

measurements of 20 January 1982 and 10 Febuary 1982, which bracketed

the recorder trace.
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The period of 20 to 25 January 1982 corresponds to a period of

storm precipitation when nearly 25 cm of rainfall was recorded.

Movement that occured during that time lagged the most intense

precipitation (Figure 1k.) However,piezometric height may also lag

behind precipitation (Figure 12.) The realationship of movement to

precipitation and of groundwater heights to precipitation suggests

that the movement of the Condon Creek slump-earthflow may occur on

the time scale of individual storm events. Such a brief period of

movement is unlike most recorded movements of slump-eárthflow in the

Cascade Range, where earthflow movement may typically persists for 6

or more months per year (Swanston and Swanson 1977, Hicks, 1982).

MOVEMENT SIThINARY

In summation, it appears from extensiometer data that the

Condon Creek slump-earthflow appears to move as a result of rapid

changes in groundwater levels during storm events. However, the

groundwater levels must have been perviously recharged by early

winter precipitation, so antecedent moisture is important.

Additionally, after the Condon Creek slump-earthflow has shown

significant displacement, additional high rates of precipitation may

result in little additional displacement. The lack of additional

failure after the initial failure may be due to better drainage and

more efficent groundwater flow patterns following failure of the

slump-earthf low.

It is clear that there is a complex linkage between

precipitatiori,groundwater levels and movement.

Apparently,groundwater levels may rise during the course of a winter

and during a storm period,but may fall between subsequent
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storms,thereby increasing the stability of the Condon Creek slump-

earthflow . The complex interactions of precipitation and

groundwater may negate a simple predictive statistical model of

movement of the Condon Creek slump-earthflow.

More continuous records of slump-earthflow movements are needed

on the Condon Creek slump-earthflow, as well as other Coast Range

mass movements, to indicate if the recorded movement of the Condon

Creek slump-earthflow was anomolous or typical. If typical the

timing and persistence of slump-earthflow features may differ

significantly between the Coast and Cascade Ranges, perhaps due to

differences in soil and groundwater conditions.

Recording instruments such as rain gages, piezometers and

extensiometers are needed to ascertain conditions leading up to and

at failure of the mass movement. Additionally the discharge of the

major seeps and springs should be monitored for an entire water

budget analysis.



Wilhelm Creek Slump-earthf low

SURFACE FEATURES
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The Wilhelm Creek slump-earthflow is located in the E 1/2,

Sect 31, T 17S, R 11 w. The failure plane of the slide mass may

rest in part, at the contact zone of the Flournoy Formation and the

overlying Yachats Basalt Formation. Debris avalanches and debris

torrents from the slide area have severely affected channels for

several kilometers downstream in the past few decades. The slump-

earthf low is approximately 8.0 hectures in aereal extent (Map 3).

A distinct headwall scarp up to 12 m high surrounds the slide

area. Immediately below the scarp is a large 75 m by 150 m graben.

Horizontal separation of the landslide mass from more stable ground

is greater than 20 m. Aerial photos and tree ring cores indicate

that this movement probably occurred as a result of a large storm in

1971. The trees on the slide mass are not as deformed as those on

the Condon Creek slump-earthflow. Tree ring records indicte an

initial 1971 movement, but rings are not extremely eccentric in

nature. Apparently movement proceeded with little rotation of the

slide mass. Other accounts of extreme amounts of movement, without

significant canopy disturbance, are documented by Varnes (1978).

Partially unvegetated areas of tension cracks indicates that

episodes of differential movement have taken place since the initial

1971 movement. Toward the distal end of the body, differential

movement is especially prevalent. Oversteepened slopes at the distal

end caused large (10 x 30 x 5 m (w/l/d) ) blocks to separate from

the main mass. These unstable blocks have periodically failed and
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slide into the nearby stream channels and have eroded the channels

for many hundreds of meters. Revegetation of the distal end has

been constrained by low fertility of the exposed subsoil, and by

frequent disturbances.

SUBSURFACE FEATURES

The shear plane of the Wilhelm Creek slump-earthflow can only

be inferred. The height of the headwall scarp and large vertical

exposures in the distal portions suggest that the shear plane must

be greater than 15 meters below the surface. The landslide mass is

composed of deep (greater than 15 meters) coluvial soils. Clasts

vary in size from small gravel to boulders greater than 60 cm in

diameter. The matrix has significant portions of clays and is very

sticky and plastic.

RELATIONSHIPS OF MASS MOVEMENTS TO BEDROCK GEOLOGY

Statistical Relationship

In this section, The Chi-Square test was employed to determine

a statistical confidence in the occurrence of mass movements and

bedrock geology. The null hypothesis states that the distribution

of mass movements for each rock-type corresponds to the areal

distribution of that geologic unit. If the null hypothesis is

rejected, we assume that the distribution of mass movements is

dependent on characteristics of the geologic units.

SLUMP-EARTHFLOWS

When looking at the occurrence of slump-earthf lows on the

geologic map (Map 1), it is apparent that some of the slump-

earthflows occur in, or adjacent to, the Yachats Basalt Formation,
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along the contact of the Yachats Basalt and Flournoy Formation or in

proximity to an igeous dike. The underlying bedrock of each slump-

earthf low was noted (Table 6). These observed values were compared

to expected values based on the area of the geologic unit.

TABLE 6. Relationship of Number of Slunip-earthf lows to Bed Rock

Geology, Using the Chi-Square Test Statistic

Bed Rock Unit Area (1(m) Observed Expected

Flournoy Formation 97.1 11 19.5

Yachats Basalt 2.k 2

Yachats/Flournoy

Contact 3.2 3 0.6

Igeous Dikes 2.0 5 O.k

1 Based on a band 500m wide, centered on igeous contact

2 Based on a band 250m wide, centered on igeous contact
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The band width for the igneous contact (Table 6) is arbitrary.

Contact metamorphism from an igeous contact such is the Yachats

Basalt/Flournoy Formation may be greater or less than 500 in wide.

An igeous dike may not effect the parent rock for as great of a

distance as 250 m (presented in Table 6) but referenced distancesof

contact metamorphism by igneous dikes do not appear to be available.

However, a small enough distance was picked to test the signifance

of the igeous contact in the thesis area and may be appropriate for

planning purposes.

From Table 6,'775.3. Using 2c=.0S,X .05,3 = 7.8. Since

75.3 > 7.8, Ho is rejected. Table 6 demonstrates that areas within

250 meters of the contact of the Yachats Basalt and Flournoy

Formation, and the areas in close proximity to igeous dikes may have

a greater hazard of mass movements than elsewhere in the study area.

The Yachats Basalt and the Flournoy Formation,in this sample,

are less suspectjble to slump-earthflows than the above mentioned

hazard areas. This does not mean that slump-earthflows are not

common in these forxnations,only that they are not as prevalent as

around the igneous dikes or along the contact of the Yachats Basalt.

DEBRIS AVALANCHES

Debris avalanches are the most frequent mode of mass movements

in the study area. Although they are initiated on hilislopes, they

can travel down channels entraining more material in their paths.

Upon entering a stream, they may deposit large quantities of

sediment and organic debris, or continue down the stream channel as

a debris torrent. Due to the limited aereal extent of the Yachats

Basalt in the thesis area, and the impacts of timber harvesting of
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the frequency of debris avalanches,it was not possible to relate the

occurrence of debris avalanches to bed rock geology. A comparison of

the frequency of debris avalanches occurrences is shown in Appendix

During the course of the study a comparison of debris

avalanche frequency to other selected studies was made and can be

seen in Table 7. Because of the marked increases in debris

avalanches as a result of timber harvesting activities the results

from the various studies are compared by land use classifications,

so that a better comparison of debris avalanche "susceptibility" can

be made. This is not a rigid test, in that local precipitation

intensities and other factors (such as windstorms) during the period

of observations, may skew the results.

For this study a 114 year period of record was assumed, evei

though aerial photos bracketed only 7 years (1972-1979). Debris

avalanches that occurred prior to 1972 were still barely discernible

in the 1979 photos. Therefore the 1972 photos would contain debris

avalanches that possibly occurred during the 1965-1972 period. By

extending the period of record with this assumption, a better

comparison may be made, In that low frequency precipition events

that occurred during the 1965 water year are commonto all of the

studies selected for comparison.

The study area had frequencies of debris avalanches roughly

comparable to other inventories of sites in the Pacific Northwest

(Table 7). However, the rate of debris avalanches in the forested

portion of the study area is fairly low. This may be due to the

difficulty of finding small debris avalanches in a forested

environment with thick vegetation. This is particularly a problem in
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Table 7. Comparison of Debris Avalanche Frequencies

For Selected Areas in the Pacific Northwest

LAND USE PICD OP !CCRD AREAL

Forest

Ncrth Fork Siaw Study 14 0.0047

Blue River Draire 34 0.012

H J Andrews 25 0.025

Alder Creek 25 0.023

Marleton Rar.ger District 15 0.054

Ccast Mcu airs, B C 32 0.0037

Clearout

North crk Siuslaw Study 14 0.139

Blue River Drairae 22 0.120

H J Ar.drews 25 0.097

Alder Creek 15 0.267

Ma;ieon R&ger District 15 0.371

Coast Mountains, B C 32 0.021

Read

Ncrth Perk Siuslaw Study 14 1.98

Blue River Drainage 25 1.26

HJAr.drews 25 1.38

Alder Creek 15 8.33

Mapleton Ranier District 15 4.12

Ccast Mountains, B C 32 0.0

SCUFCZ: Blue River Drainage (Marian,1981 );E J Ar.drews (Swsrson and Dyrnes

1975);Alder Creek (Morriscn,1975) ;Mapleton Ranger District

(Gresswell,et al,1979);Ccast Mouritains,B.C. (0icu.lth,1974)
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the Coast Range where slopes are steep and highly dissected and

debris avalanches are generally small. However, since many of the

mid-hilislopes and all of the drainages were walked by the author,

it is felt that most of the larger forested debris avalanches were

inventoried.

Effects of Lithology on Mass Movements

The association of slump-earthflows with underlying bedrock

has been documented in various areas in the Pacific Northwest

(Hicks, 1982; Swanson and James, 1975; Schulz, 1980).

In many cases the underlying lithology may influence the

distribution of slump-earthf lows. The degree of jointing in the

unit determines the exposure to chemical and physical weathering.

The response to weathering influences slope morphology. The texture

of the weathering products, particularly the amount and type of the

clay fraction, directly influences the cohesiveness and the angle of

internal friction of the soils and dictates hydraulic conductivity

and porosity of soils.

Debris avalanches,however,are common in most steep terrains in

the Pacific Northwest, but are more closely associated with

precipitation, topography and soil depth, than underlying lithology.

As a result,only large scale mass movements will be discussed in the

following sections.

LITHOLOGY/TOPOGRAPHY

Sluxnp-earthflows occur in a variety of hillslope locations,

from near ridge top to near valley bottom. They appear to be most

common, however, in the mid-slope portion of the hillsloe. This may
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in part be due to the mid-slope being steepest portion of the

hilislope.

Lithology may directly influence topography, which may, in

turn, influence the location of mass movements. A resistant igneous

rock may form steep hillslopes, subject to rock falls and topples,

but not to slumps, or earthflows. Schist and mudstones may form

gentle slopes and may be subject mass movements.

In the study area direct lithologic effects on topography are

not readily apparent, possible due to the lack of deversity of rock

types. Hilislope morphology appears to be more a function of

structural geology (such as the questa ridges in the Flournoy

Formation) than lithology.

LITHOLOGY /GROUNDWATER

Pierson (1979) found that piezometric head is highest al6ng

the depression axis of a catchment because of the concentration of

water. This area may have soils that are commonly saturated and

prone to mass movements. These marginally stable areas are termed

"hollows" from Dietrich and Dunne (1978). Piezometric head reduces

hillslope stability by decreasing the normal force and

intergroundwater force on the soil mantle.

This indicates that hillslope instability may be highest on

the laterally and longitudinally concave portions of the hillslope

which often coincide at the mid-slope position.



LITHOLOGIC INFLUENCE/CLAY CONTENT

Soils with a portion of clay sized particles derive some shear

strength from cohesion. Some clays, such as illite and kaolinite,

increase slope stability by increasing cohesion even when the

crystal lattice is fully saturated. However, expanding lattice

clays, such as montmorillinite, or bentonite absorb and adsorb large

amounts of water which separates the clay particles and reduces the

cohesive strength of soil.

The slump-earthflows found in the Flournoy Formation occur on

the dip slope of the questa ridges. On these gentle slopes, soils

are relatively mature, and elluviation of clays is an important

soil-forming process. Clay contents may be as high as 50% to 70%

(Burroughs, et al, 1976). The author estimated the silt and clay

fraction to be greater than 50% on a drilling core that intersected

the shear plane of' the Condon Creek slump-earthflow. The clay was

also sticky and plastic, suggesting the presence of an expanding

lattice clay in a mudstone bed of the Flournoy Formation.

In the Yachats Basalt, deep colluvial soils are common. The

clay fraction, weathered from lava flow and tuff units may exceed

50% (Schlicker, et al, 19714). Elsewhere in the Pacific Northwest,

it is noted that high clay contents can form by the weathering of

extrusive igneous rocks (Burroughs, et al, 1976; Swanson and James,

1975).

LITHOLOGY/CAP ROCK SITUATION

The relationship between landslides and resistant rocks is

documented in the literature (Swanson and James, 1975; Schulz,

1980). In the study area the Yachats Basalt forms a cap rock on the
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Flournoy Formation. Associated with this stratigraphic relationship

is several landslides. High pore pressure may develop at the

hydraulic discontinuity of the Yachats Basalt and the Flournoy

Formation, therby contributing to slope instability in the contact

area. The large number of seeps and springs at the contact supports

this hypothesis. At the site of the Wilhelm Creek sluinp-earthflow,

several seeps and springs originated from the contact area on the

exposed slide scarps.

Hydrothermal alteration of the Flournoy Formation by the

emplacement of the Yachats Basalt may also explain the occurrence of

landslides in the vicinity of' cap rocks from the decreased

competence of the host rock.

Effects of Geologic Structure

The effects of geologic structure on the frequency of

landslides are documented in the literature (Zaruba and Mend, 1969;

Varnes, 1978; Swanson and James, 1975). Fault melange usually

contains fractured and partially metamorphosed rock. These zones of

weakness are often focal points for intrusion of igneous rocks that

can hydrothermally alter the host rock and reduce its competence.

Dipping beds form the shear plan for many landslides. Jointing can

also contribute to slope instability by controlling the location and

depth of groundwater movement. Joints contribute to elluviation of

clay particles by providing a passageway for transport and weaken

the structure of the bedrock.

Many landslides had dike rocks exposed in the scarps in the

landslide area (Map 1).The questa rides in the Flournoy Formation

had a very strong control on the occurrence of landslides. The
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backslope of the ridge (being much steeper) was the site of almost

all of the debris avalanches in the study area. The dip slope was

the site of large-scale, slump-earthflows that occurred in the

Flournoy Formation.In the study area, poor exposure in many areas

obscured the relation between geologic structure and landslides.

Comparison of Results with Other Areas

Many debris avalanche inventories have been conducted in the

Pacific Northwest during the past decade: Swanson and James

(1975)/H J Andrews; Swanson (1977)/Mapleton Ranger District, Oregon

Coast Range; Schultz (1980)/Bull Run; Hicks (1982)/Willamette

National Forest,Cascade Range.

Results from this study indicate debris avalanche frequencies

roughly comparable to other inventories from the Pacific Northwest

(Table 6). Debris avalanches in the forested area appear to below

from this study. This may be due to difficulty of detection or may

be indicative of the natural factors, such as vegetation, that may

decrease the frequency of debris avalanches.

Studies by Colman (1973) in.the Redwood Creek basin, and

Swanston and Swanson (1976) in the H .J Andrews Experimental Forest,

determined that approximately 25 percent of these respective areas

were in slump and earthflow terrain. In the study area only 1% was

in active slump and earthf low terrian. If bench-type topography of

probable block-slide origin (and which may or may not be active), is

included, this figure is approximately %. Thus, this study area

appears to have less slump and earthflow terrain than other

documented areas in the Pacific Northwest.
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SUMMARY

1. The basal portion of the stratigraphic section of the

study area is the mid Eocene Flournoy Formation. There is 1500 to

3000 m of rythmic bedded turbidities in the study area. overlying

the Flournoy Formation, in the western portion of the study area is

20Cm to 300 m of the Yachats Basalt. There are northwest_trending

basalt and gabbro dikes in the subjacent Flournoy Formation that may

have been feeder dikes for the Yachats Basalt.

2. The study area is on the western limits of a geanticline.

The regional strike of the area is to the north, and the dip slope

is to the west.

3. Engineering properties of the soils are different on the

various lithology units. Soil development is strongly tied to type

of parent material in these relatively immature soils. Soils formed

on the Yachats Basalt are generally ML-MH (cJ.ayey silt) and soils

formed on the'Flournoy Formation ML-CL (clayey silt). The Flournoy

Formation soils demonstrate a lower liquid limit and less shrink

swell, than soils of the Yachats Basalt. Deeper soil is strongly

related to the dip slope side of the questa ridge in the Flournoy

Formation.

IL Bedrock geology has strongly influenced the topography of

the area. The highest topographic areas are located in the Yachats

Basalt Formation. The gently dipping Flournoy Formation, through

erosion has formed a series of questa ridge.

5. The strong relationship between geologic factors and the

occurrence of landslides is confirmed by the Chi Square test of

significance. These mass movement/geologic relationshis may be used
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in unmapped areas elsewhere to determine possible mass movement

hazards.

6. The distribution of slump-earthflows is strongly

influenced by bedrock geology. The greatest number of slump-

earthflows occur in the Flournoy Formation terrain. The occurrence

of landslides is highly correlated to the occurrence of dikes and to

distance from the Yachats Basalt/Flournoy Formation contact. This

relationship is probably due to the localization of groundwater at

these contacts, and a cap rock (competent over incompetent rock)

relationship.

7. Blockslides appears to be a common form of mass movement

in the study area. Based on vegetation indicators, however, it IS

difficult to determine how many of these block slides have been

recently active.

8. Debris avalanches are common in the study area and

dominatly occur on slopes that approach, or exceed, 35D They are

most common on the steeper back slope of the cuesta ridge in the

Flournoy Formation. The frequency of debris avalanches is higher in

clear cuts and roaded areas than in forested areas.

9. Debris torrents in all cases were caused by debris

avalanches into the stream channel. They were statistically

correlated to timber harvesting activites.

9. Dendrochronology and direct measurement of movement

indicate that slump-earthflows have moved during periods of greater-

than-average precipitation. Storm-event precipitation appears to

trigger the movements of slump-earthflows in the thesis area. The

Condori Creek slump-earthflows may not move during years of low

rainfall. High pore pressure is most likely the triggering

mecahanism of slump-earthflow activity.
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APPENDIX A

DETECTION OF HISTORICAL LANDSLIDE MOVEMENT BY

DENDROCHEONOLOGY

In this appendix,the analysis of growth patterns of annual

rings of Douglas fir tree rings by year was used to interpret the

history of movement of the Condon Creek slump-earthflow. Trees

tipped by slope movement commonly have eccentric growth near the

base of the tree as the tree adjusts its upper stem back towards

vertical. The eccentric growth in conifers shows up as compressed

tree rings on the uphill side of the tree (compression wood) and

expanded rings (expansion wood) on the downhill side.Eccentric

growth,measured as a percent,is defined as:

Eg= Wd/Wd+Wu

Where Eg Eccentric growth coefficent

WdWidth of tree ring on lower side of cored tree

Wu=Width of tree ring on upper side of cored tree

Normal (concentric) growth has an Eg value of 0.50. Eccentric

growth,as defined by Agard (1979),has an Eg value that is less than

O.40 or greater than 0.60.

Figure 15 shows the relationship of the number of trees that

show a marked change in eccentric growth patterns (Eg) compared to

the precipitation for October-March of tha water year. Figure
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'15 is a compilation of tree rings of pistol gripped and tipped trees

cored on the Condon Creek slump-earthflow,which are shown on pages

78-81. The location of the trees are shown on Map 2. The year of the

tree ring is displayed on the abscissa and the measure of

eccentricity (Eg) on the ordinate axis. The trees were cored in 1981

but four trees were core in 1983 to check the Eg ratio when movement

was known to have taken place. The letter prefix "A" signifies that

the core was taken from the southeastern most slump-

earthflow,whereas the "B" prefix signifies the northwestern slump-

earthf low. The two slump-earthflows make up the Condon Creek slump-

earthflow complex.

As can be seen in Figure 15,many of the water years with

precipitation exceeding 100 cm showed marked changes in the Eg

value. Since landslide movement can be correlated with periods of

eccentric growth (Agard,1979) ,dendrochronological evidence indicates

that the slump-earthflow moved during those times of higher

precipitation.

Several cores,such as A22,A21,A25,E7,B9,and Eli show

consistently eccentric growth from 1950 to 1980. This may indicate

that the trees are showing strain from a source of consistent stress

such as soil creep. Many of the cores show abrupt changes in the

measure of eccentricity and may be caused by punctuated movement

during the years of deformation of the tree core. In the case of

tree cores such as A2 and A3,the marked change of tree growth from

eccentric to more concentric growth was utilized as a basis of

eccentric growth during that year. In many cases,the years of' 1957-

58,196-65,and 1970-73 are the periods when the abrupt changes
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occurred. These periods coincide with greater than average

precipitation (Figure 15).

It must be recognized that dendrochronology is not an ideal

indicator of actual years of movement. There was no movement

indicated for the 197L water year although precipitation for that

year was the highest for the 22 year period of record. This may mean

that annual precipitation is not a ideal indicator of slump-

earthflow activity at this site or that the criteria of marked

changes of eccentricity is not reliable when the slump-earthf low has

moved during previous years.

Deformation of tree rings appear to be a reliable indicator of

the movement history on the Condon Creek slump-earthflow. This type

of analysis may be less reliable of an indicator of mass movements

features that move each year. However, dendrochronology may be a

very usefull in the evaluation of hillslope stability in areas that

have a living stand of trees or tree stumps that can be dated.
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APPENDIX B

IMPACTS OF TIMBER HARVESTING ACTIVITIES ON HILLSLOPE STABILITY

Within the last two decades there have been numerous studies of

timber harvesting activities and asoociated effects on hilislope

stability. Several Pacific Northwest landslide inventories have been

completed,a few of which are : Swanson ,et al (1977) ,Gresswell,et

al (1979), and Ketcheson (1978) in the Oregon Coast Range; Swanson

and James (1965) and Dyrness (1967) in the H J Andrews ;
Schultz

(1981) in Bull Run; and others,scattered around the Northwest. These

inventories,as a whole,found an increased rate of landslides after

timber harvesting activities. Some possible causes given for the

increased rate are loss of root strength of roots killed as a result

of logging,increased soil moisture due to a reduction in

evapotranspiration in the cut areas,and oversteepening of fill

slopes during road construction.

Two basic areas of research have been undertaken 1)to

find,statistically,if there is a cause and effect relationship

between timber harvesting and the occurrence of landslides,and, 2)to

determine the causal mechanisms. The purpose of this appendix is to

examine the statistical relationship of the effects of timber

harvesting and the occurrence of debris avalanches in the thesis

area,and utilizing the methods of slope stability analysis,determine

the causal mechanisms of these relationships.In addition,the slope
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stability analysis Is employed to examine the effects of timber

harvesting on the slope stability of an active slump-.earthflow.

In the study area,a total of 92 debris avalanches,12 debris

torrents and 29 slump-earthflows were inventoried. In the 106 km

2
study area,approximately 17 and 2 km were in clear cuts and

roads,respectively. A Chi square goodness-of-fit was applied to test

the null hypothesis of the relationship of timber harvesting and the

occurrence of mass movements in the thesis area.

Debris Avalanches

The null hypothesis (Ho) states that the frequency of debri.s

avalanches in roaded areas and clear cuts is the same as in forested

areas. If the null hypothesis is rejected,debris avalanches can be

correlated to management activities. Table B summarized the data

used in the test of the null hypothesis.

As can be seen from Table 8,there is a much higher observed

than expected count of debris avalanches in the roaded and clearcut

catagorizes.The null hypothesis is rejected atO(=.05%.
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Table 8- Relationship of Debris Avalalanches

And Timber Harvesting Activities

CLEARCUT ROADED FORESTED

OBSERVED 30 13

EXPECTED 14 2 76
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The Chi Square test shows that a relationship exists between

timber harvesting activities and debris avalanches,but not the

causes or mitigative actions that might be employed to reduce the

impacts. A factor of safety analysis was employed to determine the

causes of management effects on the initiation of debris avalanches

and to suggest possible mitigative schemes.

Swanston (1967,1969,and 1970) has thouroughly documented the

effects of timber harvesting on slope stability and the occurrence

of debris avalanches. The forces on a sliding mass are shown on

Figure 16. Where:

Fw=Wind Shear

CCohesion

Ce=Effective cohesion (root strength)

WtWeight of trees(vegetation)

Ws=Weight of soil

Hu,HsHeight of unsaturated,saturated soils

NNormal force

T=shear stress

0angle of internal friction

When the factor of safety (F) is less than one,failure is

imminent. Where:

F= resisting forces

driving forces



Figure 16. Forces on a Sliding Mass (Debris Avalanche.)
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0
Swanston found on hilislopes approaching a 34 slope angle the

resisting and driving forces were in a delicate balance because the

slope angle of the hilislope approached the angle of internal

friction of the soil.Effective cohesion (Ce) from tree roots

provided a significant component of material strength on forested

slopes by binding the soil mantle across potential failure zones.

The effecive cohesion forces from tree roots have been estimated at

7000 N/rn (Costa and Baker,1981). Therefore,the loss of strength

associated with the decay of tree roots can change a stable slope to

an instable slope during periods of time when the soil mantle may be

saturated. Furthermore,piezometric height in particular storm event

may also be greater in clear cuts than forested slopes due to a

reduction of evapotranspiration or altered snow hydrology.

In the study area,debris avalanches were tabulated into

catagories of initiation on slopes less than and greater than 34 to

test the relationship between slope and the occurrence of debris

avalanches. In the thesis area, apprroximately 40% of the area had

slopes greater than Of the 92 debris avalanches

0
inventoried,only 15 occured on slopes that were less than 34 Table

9 summarizes the Chi squared test. The null hypothesis states that

the occurrence of debris avalanches is independent of slope angle.
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Table 9.

Relationship of Debris Avalanches and Slope Angle

Slopes < 314 Slopes > 314

Observed 18 714

Expected 57 35

.



The null hypothesis is rejected atK.O5. Clearly the

occurrence of debris avalanches is related to slope angle. Timber

harvesting can greatly decrease slope stability on steep slopes by

killing tree roots,reducing effective cohesion.

In conclusion,the occurrence of debris avalanches was strongly

related to timber harvesting activities.The relationship may be

attributed to loss of root strength on clear cut slopes and

oversteepening of slopes along road right of ways and,per'haps,to

greater piezornetric heights in clear cut areas.

Timber management plans that minimize timber harvesting and

road building on steep slopes will minimize the number of debris

avalanches associated with timber harvesting activities.

Debris Torrents

In a sample of' 53 debris torrent in the Cascade Range

Swanson,et al (1976) 83 % of them to be initiated from debris

avalanches;therefore,any factor that increases the frequency of

debris avalanches would also increase the frequency of debris

torrents.

A total of 13 debris torrents were inventoried in the thesis

area,effecting 8.7 kin of stream channels.Of the debris torrents,5

were initiated from areas of timber harvesting activity (Table

10). The null hypothesis states that the occurrence of debris

torrents are random with respect to management history,i.e.

forest,clearcut,and road site conditions.



Table 10

Relationship of Debris Torrents and Timber Harvesting Activities

Timber Harvest Forested

Observed 5 8

Expected 1 12

Road and clearcut initiated debris torrents are combined due to

sample size.

The occurrence of debris torrents is much higher than expected

from the areas of timber harvesting (TablelO). The null hypothesis

is rejected atO(.5%. This study,like others in the northwest,found

the frequency of debris torrents to increase as a result of timber

harvesting.

In the study area,all of the inventoried debris torrents were

initiated from debris avalanches. Several of the debris torrents

that originated in forested areas were initiated by debris

avalanches from slunip-earthflows features. This mode of occurrence

was the case of the debris torrent that coursed down Wilhelm
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Creek,thereby causing the longest debris torrent track in the thesis

area.

Slunip-earthflows

To evaluate the effects of timber harvesting on slump-

earthflows,the Condon Creek sluxnp-earthflow was instrumented and

monitored,thereby allowing a slope stability analysis to be made.

The slope stability model could then be checked for effects that

would be related to timber harvesting. The factor of safety analysis

was done using a semi-graphical technique from Hough (1957).

The geometry of the sluznp-earthflow was determined by

drilling,seismology,and bedrock characteristics. Map 2 shows the

plan and profile view of the Condon Creek slunip-earthf low as a

result of these investigations. Piezometers gave good indications of

groundwater conditions at times of failure. The angle of internal

friction was estimated from comparable samples from other laboratory

tests (Schlicker,19714). The factor of safety model was considered to

be calabrated when the model indicated failure at conditions

comparable to the prototype at failure conditions:

1.tJnit density224O kg./m3 (saturated

2.Angle of internal friction=15?

3.Groundwater conditionsAt or near ground surface.
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At the above mentioned conditions,the factor of safety model

showed a factor of safety of 0.95 and is the estimated parameters

for the prototype when the Condon Creek slump-.earthflow is

failing.The following conditions associated with timber harvesting

removal were then tested with the model:

l.A change in normal force (tree removal)

2.A change in groundwater (by a reduction of

evapotranspiration)

3.A reduction in wind stress

k.A reduction in effective cohesion (loss of root strength by

root decay)

Removal of the forest cover may have both positive and negative

effects on the stability of the Condon Creek slunip-earthflow. Tree

removal at the head of the slump would decrease the driving forces

(therby increasing stability) by decreasing the weight on the uphill

portion of the slump. Removal of the canopy in the lower portion of

the slump would decrease the normal force on the slump,increasing

the likelihood of slope failure. Groundwater levels would be higher

after tree removal due to the lowering of evapotranspiration.

The weight of the Douglas Fir vegetation was found to be

insignificant in the model tests. This is because the forest biomass

(estimated at values exceeding 0.8 T/m by Franklin (1979) is

inconsequential as compared to the soil mass in the slumpearthflOW.
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In general,removal of less than 0.5 m of the soil mantle would have

greater impact impact on slope stability than total devegatation of

the slump-earthflow(Burroughs ,et al,1979.)

The Condon Creek slump-earthflow was found to be extremely

sensitive to groundwater levels (F2 when dry,F<1 when saturated

),so an increase in groundwater levels following timber harvesting

might initiate slope failure at a slightly lower level of

precipitation. However,the Condon Creek slump- earthflow tends to

fail during winter periods of intense rainfall (a time of year and

type of duration of rainfall when evapotranspiration is low) and

high groundwater levels and would,in all probability,not be

measurably different as a result of timber harvesting. Other slump-

earthflows,part.icullarly those that respond to seasonal

rainfall,might show more of a response to the reduced

evapotranspiration. In addition,slump-earthflows that have a much

larger catchmerit area may show more response to reuioval,or partial

removal,of the forest stand.

The loss of root strength and the decrease of' wind shear were

found to have no significance on the stability of the Condon Creek

sluxnp-earthf low. The depth of' the failure plane of the slump-

earthflow is deep as compared to root penetration. Wind

shear,measured at values approaching 1.1 N/m,is insignificant

compared to the force necessary to cause slope failure in a deep

seated slump-earthflow. The above two factors may have much more

effect in mass movement with a shallower failure plane.



Conclusions

Timber harvesting activities were found to have a significant

effect in increasing the frequency of debris avalanches. The

occurrence of debris torrents was also increased in the thesis area

due to timber harvesting. The small sample size of debris torrents

makes drawing conclusions more difficult. However,since most debris

torrents are initiated by debris avalanches,the sample does appear

to be represenative of other investigators conclusions.

Factors,such as loss of root strength,increased surcharge and

oversteepening of fill slopes are possible to evaluate using the

factor of safety analysis on site by site basis and could be

extrapolated to other hillslopes by use of hazard ratings.

Timber harvesting activities were probably shown to have a

minor effect on the stability of slump-earthflows. Possible

exceptions may be from inadvertently removing a portion of the

earthflow or the downslope portion of the slump block during road

construction or disturbing natural drainages
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APPENDIX C

PRECIPITATION FREQUENCIES AT THE MAPLETON RAIN GAGE

Precipitation has been shown to be an important aspect of

hillslope stability,often acting as a triggering mechanisn for mass

movements (Swanston,1969; Jack et al,1981). In this

study,groundwater has been shown to rise during storm events (Figure

12) ,thereby decreasing slope stability through the buoyancy effects

of pore water pressure. In this appendix,rainfall quanities and

frequencies will be shown for the 20+ years of record of the

Mapleton rain gage.

Table 11 shows the annual precipitation of the Mapleton rain

gage. In Table 11,the ranked precipitation totals for the months of

October-March for the 22 year period of record is indicated.

As can be seen from Table 11,there is a broad spectrum of

precipitation quanities within the period of record. The results

from Table 11 are plotted on log probability paper on Figure 17.

Figure 17 indicates that the period of the study (1980-1983)

encompassed two above average precIpitation years (1982,1983) and

two below average precipitation years (1980,1981).

Monthly precipitation records were also analyzed to determine

magnitude/frequency relationships at the Mapleton gage. Since

monthly precipitation values are of a shorter duration than the

yearly values,they give a better understanding of precipitation

storm events. The monthly precipitation magnitude and frequency

values for the months of December,January,and Febuary are shown on

Figure 16.
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Table 11. Precipitattori Frequency Data by Water Year

For Montha of October Throu6h r4arch

Mapleton Rain Ga8e,National Weather Service

(Data in Centineter5 of Precipitation)

Rank Year Total Percent exceeded

1 1974 306.5 0.043

2 1982 262.8 0.087

3 1972 253.7 0.130

4 1983 236.2 0.174

5 1971 230.9 0.217

6 1969 224.8 0.260

7 1965 223.2 0.304

8 1966 212.9 0.348

9 1976 208.7 0.391

10 1967 197.6 0.435

11 1964 196.3 0.478

12 1975 188.6 0.522

13 1970 185.1 0.565

14 1968 178.8 0.609

15 1978 178.7 0.653

16 1973 178.3 0.696

17 1962 178.1 0.740

18 1960 170.5 0.782

19 1963 165.6 0.826

20 1981 142.3 0.870

21 1979 96.0 0.913

22 1977 77.3 0.960
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Figure 17. Mont1y Precipitation Frequency Data For .cnts of

Octcbr-March and Indiiidual Months of Decenber,Jaruary,and

Fetiary.




